Panic & Plaques: Panic Disorder & Coronary Artery
Disease in Patients with Chest Pain
David Katerndahl, MD, MA
Background: The purpose of this systematic review was to identify characteristics of the chest pain associated with the presence of panic disorder, to determine the strength of the association between panic
disorder and coronary artery disease (CAD), and to determine the association between panic disorder
and known cardiovascular risk factors.
Methods: Potential studies were identified via computerized search using MEDLINE and PSYCINFO
databases, and review of bibliographies. MeSH headings used included “panic disorder” with “chest
pain,” “panic disorder” with “coronary disease or cardiovascular disorders or heart disorders,” and
“panic disorder” with “cholesterol or essential hypertension or tobacco smoking.” Studies had to base
their diagnosis of panic disorder on criteria from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, 4th Edition, and objective criteria of CAD and risk factors had to be used. Only case-control
and cohort studies were included.
Results: The relative risk of panic disorder in patients with nonanginal chest pain is 2.03 [confidence interval (CI), 1.41 to 2.92]. Concerning the relationship between panic disorder and CAD, studies
conducted in emergency departments found a relative risk of 1.25 (CI, 0.87 to 1.80). However, there is
an inverse relationship between the prevalence of CAD in the study and the prevalence of panic disorder
among the patients with CAD (r ⴝ ⴚ.469, P ⴝ .086). Panic disorder has also been linked to cardiac
risk factors.
Conclusions: Panic disorder and CAD are correlated in noncardiology settings, and recurrent panic
attacks may actually cause CAD. Recognition of either condition should lead the family physician to consider the other, resulting in increased vigilance and possible screening. (J Am Board Fam Pract 2004;
17:114 –26.)

Chest pain is a common symptom in primary care
populations, reported in 7% to 24% of patients,1–3
4.8% of whom are referred, usually to cardiologists.4 In addition, the presence of chest pain in
primary care patients is associated with poorer
functional status, especially in role functioning.3
Not surprisingly, chest pain results in substantial
use of resources; 83% of primary care patients with
chest pain receive diagnostic testing, at a mean cost
of $272 per evaluation. Only 6% of these evaluations lead to an organic diagnosis, so the average
testing cost per organic diagnosis made is $4354.1
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Although among primary care patients with chest
pain a cardiac diagnosis is made 8% to 34% of the
time and a psychiatric diagnosis is made 6% to 37%
of the time,1,5–7 the cause of the chest pain is
frequently not determined.1
The literature on the consequences of chest pain
and its relationship to anxiety disorders is extensive;
most studies of patients with chest pain include
adults ranging in age from 20 to 80 with means
from 40 to 60 years. Comparing chest pain patients
referred for angiograms with and without cardiac
disease, both groups use similar coping strategies.8
However, the patients without signiﬁcant coronary
disease on angiography have signiﬁcantly higher
rates of emergency department utilization.9 Studies
of chest pain patients with normal coronary angiograms report that 13% of these patients have symptoms of angina and 73% have atypical angina. Even
after such patients are told the normal results of
their angiography, 60% continue to have chest
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CLINICAL REVIEW

Setting
Family practice7

Prevalence of
Panic Disorder
25%

Emergency department17,18
Atypical chest pain19,20

18%–26%
16%–47%

Referral population
GI Lab (no CAD)21
Cardiology22
Negative work-up9,23
For cardiac testing24
For angiography25

34%
38%
27%–37%
47%
10%

Cardiology26–28
Sent for ECG22,29
No CAD30
With atypical chest pain31,32
Clinic with nonischemic pain33

9%–57%
62%
34%–41%
41%–59%
22%

Coronary care unit34
Other
Minimal/no CAD35,36
Noncardiac chest pain37
Cardiac neurosis38

31%
30%–43%
53%
17%

pain, 17% are rehospitalized, and 30% limit their
physical activity.10
Many primary care patients with chest pain have
anxiety disorders.3 Chest pain patients referred to
gastroenterology after cardiology evaluation who
have no cardiac or esophageal disease have high
rates of panic disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and somatic anxiety.11 However, patients with
chest pain often assume that their pain is related to
coronary artery disease (CAD). This explains why
community- and psychiatry practice-based persons
with panic attacks have frequently used cardiologists.12–14 Yet psychiatry patients with panic disorder are often more distressed than those with cardiac disease, report poorer role functioning than
patients with congestive heart failure or after myocardial infarction, and poorer vitality and social
functioning than patients after myocardial infarction.15
Thus, it is particularly important (and difﬁcult)
to distinguish between chest pain caused by panic
disorder and that caused by CAD. But are panic
disorder and CAD independent?
Chest Pain and Panic Disorder
Panic disorder is closely linked to chest pain. Chest
pain is a common symptom in community-based
patients with panic disorder and is included in the
deﬁnitional criteria for panic disorder.16 Table
17,9,17–38 presents the prevalence of panic disorder

in patients with chest pain. The prevalence of panic
attacks, which fail to meet the criteria for panic
disorder, is just as high.7,19,23,26
Although panic disorder is commonly seen in
patients with chest pain, the variability of chest pain
during panic attacks may explain why physicians
often fail to recognize panic disorder in patients
seeking care for chest pain. In one study, none of
the 26% of patients with panic disorder who presented to the emergency department with chest
pain were correctly diagnosed.18 A similar study in
a family practice setting found that only 4 of 26
(15%) patients presenting with chest pain were
recognized as such, whereas 2 were diagnosed with
coronary artery disease. However, 12 (46%) were
recognized as having chest pain caused by anxiety
or stress.7 Aikens et al39 have shown that primary
care physicians are capable of differentiating between panic disorder and cardiac disease, although
this study did not focus on patients with chest pain.
The recognition of panic attacks in patients presenting with chest pain is critical if serious complications are to be avoided. The presence of chest
pain during panic attacks has been linked to the
presence and severity of phobic avoidance among
community-dwelling persons (as opposed to hospitalized persons) with panic attacks,40 and the severity of the chest pain has been associated with decreased life satisfaction and quality of life in
community-dwelling individuals with panic attacks41 and poor health status in emergency department patients presenting with chest pain.42 In addition, 60% of chest pain patients with recent
suicidal ideation who present to emergency departments have panic disorder.43 Health care utilization
is also affected. Community-dwelling patients with
panic attacks cite their chest pain or belief that they
are having a “heart attack” as the reason for seeking
care 9% of the time.44 Chest pain during panic
attacks is linked to increased hospitalization among
emergency department patients42 and emergency
department use,45 as well as utilization of personal
physicians,45 family physicians, and psychiatrists
among community-dwelling individuals.13 Patients
with chest pain referred for angiography use more
medications if panic disorder is present.35 Failure
to recognize panic disorder in patients presenting
with chest pain is associated with increased overall
health care utilization46 and increased laboratory
testing in community-based individuals,46,47 and
higher follow-up visit costs in family practice pa-
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Table 1. Prevalence of Panic Disorder in Patients with
Chest Pain

A. Both (1) and (2):
(1) Recurrent unexpected panic attacks
Discrete episode of intense fear starting abruptly and peaking within 10 minutes, including at least four of the following
symptoms: palpitations, sweating, trembling, dyspnea, choking, chest pain, nausea, dizziness, depersonalization, chills/hot
ﬂashes, paresthesias, fear of dying, fear of losing control.
(2) At least one of the following: persistent concern about future attacks, worry about consequences of attacks, change in
behavior due to attacks
B. Presence or absence of agoraphobia
C. Attacks are not due to substances or general medical condition
D. Attacks are not better accounted for by another mental disorder

tients,7 but fewer mental health referrals among
patients in community and emergency department
settings.19,46,47 In addition, failure to recognize
panic is associated with fewer psychotropic medications prescribed in family practice and emergency department settings,7,46,47 yet 22% of primary care patients with chest pain are treated with
cardiac medications.7 Thus, chest pain in panic
disorder and failure to recognize panic are associated with serious consequences in terms of phobic
avoidance, quality of life, and health care utilization.
The purpose of this systematic review of the
relationship between panic disorder and CAD in
patients with chest pain was to identify characteristics of the chest pain associated with the presence
of panic disorder, to determine the strength of the
association between panic disorder and CAD, and
to determine the association between panic disorder and known cardiovascular risk factors.

Methods
Retrieval of the Literature
Potential studies were identiﬁed via computerized
search of studies using MEDLINE and PSYCINFO databases as well as via review of bibliographies and reference lists of papers. Searches were
not limited by study design or type of publication.
The MeSH headings searched included “panic disorder” with “chest pain,” “panic disorder” with
“coronary disease or cardiovascular disorders or
heart disorders,” and “panic disorder” with “cholesterol or essential hypertension or tobacco smoking.” These 3 searches yielded 146, 117, and 121
articles, respectively.

for diagnoses. Hence, studies had to base their
diagnosis of panic disorder on criteria from the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM) 4th Edition (see Table 2). In addition, objective criteria relevant to each question had to be
used. Standard deﬁnitions of angina had to be speciﬁed, such as chest pain that was substernal, exertional, and relieved by rest or nitroglycerin. Objective criteria for coronary artery disease (eg, ⬎50%
stenosis on angiography) had to be used in studies
looking at the relationship between panic disorder
and CAD. Finally, objective levels of risk factors
(eg, total cholesterol ⬎200) had to be used in studies of risk factors. Abstracts of all potential articles
were reviewed, and those seeming to address the
inclusion criteria were reviewed in detail.
Analysis
A standard abstraction form was used that included
study design, criteria for diagnoses and exposure,
potential confounding variables, the presence of
chest pain in subjects, site of the study, and results
as 2 ⫻ 2 tables. No cohort studies were identiﬁed.
Because this literature comes from several settings
(community populations, primary care, emergency
departments, cardiology settings), quantitative
summaries were only conducted within similar settings. A minimum of 3 studies using standard criteria conducted within similar settings was required
before quantitative summary was attempted. Study
results were expressed using the natural logarithmic
transformation of the relative risk. Weighted
means were then calculated using methods described by Greenland.48

Results
Selection of the Literature
Only case control and cohort studies were included. Inclusion criteria required standard criteria
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Characteristics of Chest Pain
For most characteristics, there were insufﬁcient
numbers of homogeneous studies to quantitatively
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Table 2. DSM-IV Criteria for Diagnosis of Panic Disorder

Criteria for ⬘Angina⬘

Criteria for ⬘Panic Disorder⬘

9*
1

Substernal ⫹ Exertional ⫹ Relief with NTG/Rest

SCID†

76
57

14
33

Substernal ⫹ Exertional ⫹ Relief with NTG/Rest

ADIS

159
174

27
81

Substernal ⫹ Exertional ⫹ Relief with NTG/Rest

ADIS

Sample Size

Results

12917

19
170

18018
44142

* 2 ⫻ 2 table in which the presence or absence of panic disorder is indicated in the left and right columns, respectively, and the
presence or absence of angina is indicated in the top and bottom rows, respectively.
† SCID, structured clinical interview of the DSM; ADIS, anxiety disorders interview schedule.

summarize the relationship between pain characteristics and panic disorder. However, 3 studies17,18,42 conducted in emergency departments
were sufﬁciently similar to combine. Table 3 summarizes these studies. The weighted combined results show that the relative risk of panic disorder in
patients with nonanginal chest pain is 2.03 (CI,
1.41 to 2.92). However, other speciﬁc characteristics of the chest pain may help to distinguish between panic disorder and other causes of chest pain.
Some characteristics normally thought to indicate

coronary disease are associated with anxiety or
panic disorder in previous studies, such as the occurrence of chest pain with exertion, a pressure
sensation,7,49 and a substernal7 or precordial location49,50 But chest pain with anxiety or panic has
also been described as nonexertional,49 dyspeptic,21
associated with meals21 or nervousness,21 present at
night,7 and located in the chest wall,50 right hand27,
or forearm but not in the left back.18 Exertional
pattern and relief with nitroglycerin have poor predictive validity for CAD in primary care settings.51

Table 4. Included Studies Assessing the Association between Panic Disorder and Coronary Artery Disease in
Patients with Chest Pain
Setting
Emergency department

Cardiology

Sample
Size

Criteria for ⬘CAD⬘

Results

22917

135
54

27*
13

18018

51
82

44152

Criteria For
⬘Panic Disorder⬘
SCID

21
26

Abnormal angiogram or ETT†/acute MI by EKG or
enzyme criteria/history of MI or abnormal cardiac
evaluation
Previous MI, PTCA, or CABG/angiogram with ⬎50%
stenosis/abnormal thallium ETT

284
49

83
25

Previous MI, PTCA, or CABG/angiogram with ⬎50%
stenosis/abnormal thallium ETT

ADIS

11333

72
19

20
2

Abnormal ETT

DIS

9824

26
46

23
3

No previous CAD/angiogram with ⬎50% Stenosis/
abnormal ETT

DIS

7435

16
43

12
3

No previous CAD/abnormal angiogram

3053

9
16

3
2

Abnormal thallium ETT

ADIS

19922

98
25

69
7

No previous CAD/abnormal ETT

SCID

ADIS

* 2 ⫻ 2 table in which the presence or absence of panic disorder is indicated in the left and right columns, respectively, and the
presence or absence of CAD is indicated in the bottom and top rows, respectively.
† ADIS, anxiety disorders interview schedule; SCID, structured clinical interview of the DSM; DIS, diagnostic interview schedule;
DSM, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; MI, myocardial infarction; ETT, exercise treadmill test; PTCA,
percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty; CABG, coronary artery bypass graph.
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Table 3. Included Studies Assessing the Relationship between Nonanginal Pain and Panic Disorder in Patients
Presenting to Emergency Departments for Chest Pain

Association between Panic Disorder and
Cardiovascular Risk Factors
There were insufﬁcient numbers of homogeneous
studies to quantitatively summarize the relationship. In addition, none of the studies of the relationship of panic disorder and cardiovascular risk
factors were longitudinal, so the evidence of associations is not strong. However, several known cardiac risk factors have been reported to be present in
people with panic disorder. Dammen et al22 reported no association with hypertension, diabetes,
obesity, or hyperlipidemia, Bajwa et al54 reported
no association with BMI, and Roy-Byrne et al55
reported no association with hypercholesterolemia.
However, most studies have clearly linked panic
disorder to cardiac risk factors. Not only do people
with panic disorder frequently have a family history
of CAD, but the total number of risk factors is
increased as well.22
Panic disorder is linked to increases in both
systolic and diastolic blood pressures,56,57 and the
diagnosis of hypertension is associated with both
panic disorder28,55,58 – 61 and panic attacks.7,58,62
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These studies were conducted in the general population and clinical settings (primary care, cardiology, and psychiatry) with sample sizes from 4856 to
487460; all 3 primary care studies55,58,59 found an
association between panic disorder and hypertension. This may explain why 9% to 32% of patients
with chest pain and normal coronary angiograms
have hypertension.63
Similarly, panic disorder is associated with lipid
abnormalities. Speciﬁcally, total cholesterol levels
are increased in those with panic disorder.54,64
However, signiﬁcant associations between panic
disorder and hyperlipidemia were found only in
psychiatry-based studies of small sample size54,64;
studies in cardiology22 and primary care settings55
involving larger sample sizes have not found this
association. If they exist, elevations in cholesterol
may be caused by increased catecholamines64 and
may explain the correlation between total cholesterol and fear of dying in patients with panic disorder.65 This is further supported by studies that
have documented elevated cholesterol levels in 8%
to 55% of patients with chest pain and normal
coronary angiograms.63 Furthermore, women with
panic disorder frequently have elevated LDL levels
with decreased HDL levels, whereas men with
panic disorder frequently have elevated triglyceride
levels.64 However, elevated LDL levels in patients
with anxiety disorders is not limited to those with
panic disorder.66
Finally, although there are no primary carebased studies, smoking is linked to panic disorder
in population-, cardiology-, and psychiatry-based
studies with sample sizes from 102 to 3132.22,67,68
This may explain why 32% to 64% of patients with
chest pain and normal coronary angiograms are
smokers.63 However, the nature of this relationship
is unclear. On the one hand, panic attacks are not
believed to induce smoking,67 even though 19% of
patients with panic disorder report that they increased their smoking because of their panic.68 On
the other hand, 72% of panic disorder patients
report smoking when their attacks began, with 55%
and 26% reporting to have decreased or stopped
smoking in response to their panic.68 Daily or continuous smoking are risk factors for the onset of
panic, and the frequency of panic attacks correlates
with the amount of smoking.67 However, panic
attacks have also begun after short-term smoking
abstinence.69
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Association between Panic Disorder and CAD
Table 4 presents the studies17,18,22,24,33,35,52,53 that
investigated the association between CAD and
panic disorder, which were conducted on patients
with chest pain in emergency departments or cardiology settings. There were insufﬁcient population-based or primary care studies to summarize.
Combining studies conducted in emergency departments found a relative risk of 1.25 (CI, 0.87 to
1.80). Cardiology-based studies are difﬁcult. Combining those studies that excluded patients with
prior evidence of CAD found a relative risk of 0.19
(CI, 0.10 to 0.37), whereas those studies basing the
diagnosis of CAD on either thallium treadmills or
angiography found a relative risk of 0.11 (CI, 0.05
to 0.26). However, the selective nature of the samples prevents a strong conclusion about the association between CAD and panic disorder from being
made. Using all 10 studies conducted in patients
with chest pain, there is an inverse relationship
between the prevalence of CAD in the study and
the prevalence of panic disorder among the patients
with CAD (r ⫽ ⫺.469, P ⫽ .086); thus, the more
selective the sample, the lower the detected association between panic disorder and CAD.

Characteristics of Chest Pain in Panic Disorder
When looking at speciﬁc characteristics of chest
pain, panic disorder has frequently been reported in
those having atypical angina or atypical chest
pain.18 –20,31,32,35,42,70,71 This review supports these
ﬁndings. However, panic disorder has also been
seen in patients with typical angina (4% to
65%).28,63 Further complicating the angina-atypical angina link to panic disorder is that 10% of
patients with ischemic chest pain have panic disorder.33 Conversely, only 64% of patients with heart
disease have chest pain,21 atypical chest pain is seen
in coronary artery disease,32 and only 79% of patients with signiﬁcant coronary artery disease have
angina.9 In emergency department patients with
acute chest pain, angina was most common in those
patients with both panic disorder and acute ischemia.17 However, there are studies that have either
failed to ﬁnd an association between panic disorder
and angina72 or have found no difference in the
prevalence of angina and atypical angina (19%) in
patients with panic disorder.33 Thus, although certain atypical features may suggest panic disorder,
many of the characteristics classically associated
with CAD are common in patients with panic disorder or anxiety.
One reason that people with chest pain associated with panic disorder often seek medical care is
the distress that accompanies the pain. Patients
with panic disorder are emotionally sensitive.16 As a
group, those with panic attacks are more concerned
about pain, are more convinced that they have a
disease, and are more phobic about disease and
death than control subjects.73 Those with fear as
part of their attacks have more panic symptoms
with a more recent onset.30 Panic patients are selectively attentive to heart rate and electrocardiograms.74 The signiﬁcance is that cardiopulmonary
fear is the best predictor of the intensity of the
cardiac complaints in patients with noncardiac
chest pain.75 Even when panic disorder and CAD
coexist, the distress perceived by patients with chest
pain is typically caused by the panic disorder.52 On
the other hand, highly anxious patients with panic
disorder exhibit increased muscular activity in the
chest wall after carbon dioxide inhalation, which
predicts frightening cognitions.76 Thus, it is not
surprising that people with chest pain caused by
panic attacks readily seek care for their pain.

Table 5. Prevalence of Panic Disorder in Patients with
Coronary Artery Disease

Setting

Prevalence of
Panic Disorder
关% (95% CI)兴

Emergency department17
No cardiac cause52

6 (3–9)
34 (23–45)

Referral populations
GI laboratory21
For cardiac testing24
For angiography25

49 (37–61)
6 (0–13)
0 (not calculable)

Cardiology27,70
Atypical chest pain32
Clinic33

22 (7–37), 27 (14–40)
52 (34–70)
10 (0–23)

Other
General35
Post-myocardial infarction78
Microvascular angina79

7 (0–14)
6 (1–11)
40 (15–65)

Panic Disorder and Cardiac Disease
This review failed to document an association between panic disorder and CAD. However, the less
selective the sample, the higher the prevalence
of panic disorder in CAD patients. Tables 5* and
618,28,32,34,35,55,60 show, respectively, that panic disorder occurs in 0% to 53% of patients with CAD
and that CAD occurs in 4% to 55% of patients with
panic disorder. Although panic disorder is usually
more common in people without CAD than those
with CAD,24,25,27,32 it is still seen in a signiﬁcant
portion of those with CAD. In fact, Kane et al21
found more panic disorder in patients with CAD
than without it.
The comorbidity between CAD and panic disorder can have serious consequences. Not only can
diagnosing panic disorder result in failure to recognize CAD, but panic disorder itself is often unrecognized,36,43 leading to increased social disability, medical costs, and disease progression.36 Men
with panic disorder have an increased rate of cardiovascular mortality.80 The tachycardia observed
during a panic attack could potentially lead to an
acute myocardial infarction in someone with underlying CAD. This may reﬂect the increased sudden death and fatal cardiovascular disease observed
in patients with anxiety in general.81
In addition to CAD, panic disorder is associated
with other cardiac abnormalities. Patients with
panic disorder have elevated standing heart rates82,

*References 17, 21, 24, 25, 27, 32, 33, 35, 52, 70, 77–79.
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Discussion

Setting
Primary Care55

Prevalence of CAD
关% (95% CI)兴
4 (0–8)

Emergency department18

55 (40–70)

Cardiology28
Atypical chest pain32

44 (30–58)
27 (15–39)

Other
General35
Any cardiovascular disease34,60

20 (0–41)
8 (1–15), 21 (2–40)

Decreased Heart Rate Variability

and 10% have an arrhythmia.28 Panic disorder has
also been associated with increased left ventricular
mass and diameter.83 In addition, patients with
panic disorder have poorer cardiovascular ﬁtness, as
demonstrated by lower Vo2max and decreased exercise tolerance compared with control subjects.84
Although panic disorder is reportedly associated
with idiopathic cardiomyopathy,85 not all studies
support this.86,87 Panic disorder has also been
linked to a descending aortic aneurysm88 and pulmonary hypertension caused by an atrial septal defect with pulmonic valve disease.89 But the strongest association is with mitral valve prolapse
(MVP).
The panic-MVP relationship has been well documented.90 However, MVP is not likely to be the
source of chest pain.91 The signiﬁcance of the
panic-MVP relationship is unclear. The presence
of MVP does not alter psychiatric comorbidity92,93
or treatment response.94 The source of the linkage
is also unclear. Although a MVP-to-panic sequence
has been proposed,95 no evidence supports it. Indirect linkages via autonomic vulnerability or dysfunction have also been made.96 It is most likely
that the decreased left ventricular volume caused by
the tachycardia seen in panic disorder can produce
MVP.97 The observation that the MVP disappears
with remission of the panic disorder further supports this sequence.98
Thus, panic disorder has been linked to several
forms of cardiac disease. Although a relationship
with MVP is probably the most common, the association with CAD is the most signiﬁcant. Not
only does this lead to serious consequences but
panic symptoms may also overshadow those of
CAD, and the characteristics of the chest pain do
not accurately distinguish between them.
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Nature of the Panic-CAD Relationship
Although the source of chest pain in panic disorder
could be chest wall activity76 or esophageal abnormalities,63 the most likely source is ischemia. Assuming that ischemia is the source, 3 possible
mechanisms have been proposed as the source of
chest pain in panic disorder.
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First, patients with panic disorder exhibit decreased
heart rate variability.99 –102 Compared with control
subjects, patients with panic disorder display higher
maximal heart rates, higher heart rates on standing,
and decreased PR intervals,29,56 all of which decrease heart rate variability.103 Tachycardia and
diminished variability can lead to increased oxygen
demand and ischemia.77 Decreased heart rate variability has also been linked to sudden death.104

Microvascular Angina
A second possible mechanism for ischemia in panic
disorder is that of microvascular angina. Under this
mechanism, hyperventilation associated with attacks results in increased contractility, stroke volume, and cardiac output. Increased catecholamines
lead to increased peripheral resistance. Coupled
with spasm of intramyocardial arterioles, this results in microvascular angina and, eventually, cardiomyopathy.57 Almost 50% of women with chest
pain but no CAD have microvascular dysfunction
unrelated to cardiovascular risk factors.105 In fact,
40% of patients with microvascular angina have
panic attacks. Patients with panic disorder and
those with microvascular angina have similar results for electrocardiography, exercise treadmill
tests, and left ventricular ejection fraction.79 As part
of Syndrome X, microvascular angina is associated
with ongoing chest pain but has an excellent prognosis in terms of mortality.106

Coronary Artery Disease
Panic disorder and CAD often coexist, and the
chest pain in panic disorder may be caused by true
CAD. Although myocardial ischemia could cause
panic attacks via increased catecholamines or cerebral carbon dioxide levels secondary to lactate,107
panic disorder is more likely to promote CAD
through its relationship with cardiac risk factors.
However, the nature of the relationships between
panic disorder and the cardiac risk factors is unclear. Although it has been suggested that smoking
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Table 6. Prevalence of Coronary Artery Disease in
Patients with Panic Disorder

Population

Correlates

Emergency
department

Younger age17,18,42
Atypical chest pain18
Elevated levels
Depression42
Anxiety42
Phobia42

Cardiology

Demographics
Younger age27
Female27
Unemployed27
Less education27
Lower income27
Elevated levels
Pain22,27
Hypochondriasis22
Somatosensory ampliﬁcation27
Presence of
Agoraphobia22
GAD22
Major depression22
Somatoform disorder22
Personality disorder (bipolar disorder,
avoidant)109

could cause panic disorder secondary to associated
lung disease67 and panic disorder has been linked to
COPD,108 the weakness of this association refutes a
causal relationship.
Implications

Recognition of Panic Disorder
Panic disorder is diagnosed via DSM criteria; although lactate infusion, CO2 inhalation, and hyperventilation can induce panic attacks in research
settings, these tests are not sensitive enough to be
useful clinically. However, certain patient characteristics can suggest which patients with chest
pain should be targeted for screening. Table
717,18,22,27,42,50,109 presents correlates with the presence of panic disorder in patients presenting with
chest pain. Consistent correlates of panic disorder
are younger age, and psychiatric symptoms and
diagnoses. Not all studies support the importance
of age or gender.17,25,26,31,42 Atypical chest pain is
also a correlate.31 In general, panic disorder should
be suspected in patients with chest pain in the
presence of atypical pain, lack of organic causes of
chest pain, asymptomatic MVP, and palpitations
without signiﬁcant arrhythmia.110
Predictive models of panic disorder in emergency department and cardiology patients are 73%
and 78% correct, respectively.18,27 However, the
likelihood ratios in these models are not strong

enough to recommend them. These models emphasize considering panic disorder in patients with
chest pain who are younger, have agoraphobic cognitions, have noncardiac types of pain, and have
pain in the right arm.
With these studies considered, which patients
presenting to primary care physicians should be
screened for panic disorder? First, the high prevalence of panic disorder as documented in Table
17,9,17–38 suggests that physicians should have a
high index of suspicion for panic disorder in every
patient seen with chest pain. Second, certain demographic groups (younger age, female) deserve particular attention. In addition, pain characteristics
(atypical chest pain, noncardiac description, pain in
the right arm or hand) and agoraphobic cognitions
or behaviors should increase the index of suspicion.
Patients who lack organic causes of chest pain, who
have MVP, or who have normal cardiac testing also
deserve attention. These patients should be evaluated for panic disorder using DSM criteria.
If it is still unclear whether the patient has panic
disorder, a drug trial may be useful. Although sublingual nitroglycerin may be helpful in angina, the
frequent occurrence of esophageal abnormalities in
panic disorder111 and the response of esophageal
spasms to nitroglycerin suggest that response to
nitroglycerin would not exclude panic disorder. A
trial of high potency benzodiazepines may be helpful. Alprazolam has been shown to decrease chest
pain and panic attack frequency in panic disorder
patients with chest pain112 and clonazepam has
been shown to decrease anxiety levels and panic
attack frequency in panic disorder patients with
chest pain and normal coronary angiograms. However, even a placebo can decrease panic attack frequency.113 Similarly, a trial of sertraline may not
differentiate disorders because sertraline reduces
pain levels in patients with noncardiac chest
pain.114

If Panic Disorder Is Diagnosed
Because the presence of panic disorder does not
exclude CAD (and, in fact, can be associated with
it), which patients with panic disorder should be
further evaluated for CAD? The most defensible
strategy would probably be to work up any patient
with cardiac risk factors, given that patients with
both CAD and panic disorder tend to exhibit distress because of the panic attacks.52 Hence, the
panic attacks may serve the valuable role of causing
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Table 7. Correlates with Presence of Panic Disorder in
Patients with Chest Pain

CAD with Panic Disorder
In the presence of CAD, panic disorder should be
treated with a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor
(SSRI), a high-potency benzodiazepine, or cognitive-behavioral therapy. Although tricyclic antidepressants are effective in panic disorder, their cardiotoxicity precludes them as ﬁrst line agents in the
presence of CAD. In addition to possible cardiotoxicity, imipramine therapy for panic disorder has
been shown to increase cardiovascular mortality
risk secondary to increased blood pressure and
heart rate.117 Although angina, hypertension, and
hypercholesterolemia are rare side effects of SSRI
therapy, hypertension is a risk (5%) in high-dose
venlafaxine therapy.118 If the patient has multiple
cardiac risk factors or an SSRI-exacerbated risk
factor, a high-potency benzodiazepine or cognitive-behavioral therapy may be the best choice.
Alprazolam has been shown to decrease not only
catecholamine response to exercise119 but also can
actually decrease total cholesterol when used to
treat panic disorder.120 In addition, although alprazolam did not decrease the frequency or severity of
anginal attacks in CAD patients on propranolol, it
did decrease symptom severity and reduce nitroglycerin use.121 However, benzodiazepines should
generally not be used in elderly patients or those
with a history of substance abuse or personality
disorders.
CAD and cardiac risk factors should also be
treated aggressively. Smoking cessation should improve both CAD and panic disorder. Although
cholesterol reduction is important, statin therapy
has rarely been associated with increased anxiety.
Because there is evidence that verapamil122 and
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clonidine123,124 have antipanic activity, these drugs
may play a speciﬁc role in the treatment of hypertension in patients with panic disorder. Although
propranolol is recommended after myocardial infarction and may reduce panic symptoms,125 it has
also been associated with exacerbation of panic disorder.126 Finally, the combination of tricyclic antidepressants with nitrates and vasodilators can result
in signiﬁcant orthostatic hypotension.117

Conclusion
Chest pain is a common symptom in primary care
patients, often leading to disability and care-seeking. Although both important causes of chest pain,
panic disorder and coronary artery disease can coexist. When comorbid, the panic attacks may cause
the patient with coronary disease to seek care but
could also provoke a cardiac event. Distinguishing
between the 2 disorders can be difﬁcult based on
clinical criteria alone. If one condition is recognized, a search for the other is warranted because of
the potential consequences if left undetected.
We thank E. Mikaila Adams for her technical and editorial
assistance.
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